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Abstract

Background: High rates of trauma and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) are reported in people who hear voices (auditory hallucinations). A recent meta-analysis of trauma interventions in psychosis showed only small improvements in PTSD symptoms and voices. Imagery Rescripting (ImRs) may be a therapy that is more effective in this population because it generalizes over memories, which is ideal in this population with typically repeated traumas.

Aims: The primary aims of this study were to investigate whether ImR reduces (1) PTSD symptoms, and (2) voice frequency and distress in voice hearers.

Method: We used a single arm open trial study, case-series design. Twelve voice hearers with previous traumas that were thematically related to their voices participated. Brief weekly assessments (administered in sessions 1–8, post-intervention, and at 3-month follow-up) and longer measures (administered pre-, mid- and post-intervention) were administered. Mixed regression analysis was used to analyse the results.

Results: There was one treatment drop-out. Results of the weekly measure showed significant linear reductions over time in all three primary variables – voice distress, voice frequency, and trauma intrusions – all with large effect sizes. These effects were maintained (and continued to improve for trauma intrusions) at 3-month follow-up. On the full assessment tools, all measures showed improvement over time, with five outcomes showing significant time effects: trauma, voice frequency, voice distress, voice malevolence and stress.

Conclusions: The findings of the current study suggest that ImRs for PTSD symptoms is generally well tolerated and can be therapeutically beneficial among individuals who hear voices.
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Introduction

There has been a recent increase in the awareness of the high prevalence of traumatic life events experienced by people who have been diagnosed with a psychotic disorder, with approximately 75% reporting a trauma history, and 16–25% meeting criteria for post-traumatic stress (PTSD; Anketell et al., 2010; Brewin and Patel, 2010; de Bont et al., 2015; Hardy et al., 2016). The most established link within the literature is that between childhood sexual abuse and hearing voices (McCarthy-Jones and Longden, 2015). Voice-hearing is typically associated with a diagnosis of schizophrenia, with a lifetime prevalence of around two-thirds (McCarthy-Jones et al., 2017). However, the experience also occurs within people diagnosed with a range of other mental health...
problems, including bipolar disorder, depression, personality disorders, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and dissociative identity disorder, as well as with individuals without a history of mental health problems (Aleman and Laroi, 2008).

Theoretical explanations of the link between traumatic life events and the onset of psychotic symptoms are mostly based on an underlying model of PTSD. Steel et al. (2005) describe how ‘decontextualized’ memories of traumatic events may be experienced in a manner which makes it difficult to identify these emotional and intrusive phenomena as a memory of a past event. Consequently, the individual may make sense of such an experience as something external and threatening (e.g. the Devil giving a warning). Similarly, the treatment of ‘trauma symptoms’ within psychosis has also been based on protocols developed for the treatment of PTSD. To date, two randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have been conducted in this area. Steel et al. (2017) report that a cognitive restructuring protocol was not effective in reducing PTSD symptoms within a 16-session, 6-month intervention. However, van den Berg et al. (2015) report that both prolonged exposure and eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) were both effective in the treatment of PTSD in this group. However, subsequent analyses indicated that there was no effect on hearing voices (de Bont et al., 2016), an outcome supported when reviewing the outcomes of both of these trials together (Brand et al., 2018).

There are three important issues to consider at this point. First, exposure-based interventions may not be tolerated at a level sufficient to produce effects on voice hearing experiences. Of note, Keen et al. (2017) link the high drop-out rates seen when using prolonged exposure with psychosis to fear and avoidance of the reliving of traumatic memories. Second, exposure-based interventions may not work on the mechanisms which underlie the link between trauma symptoms and hearing voices [see Hardy (2017) for a discussion of a number of possible underlying mechanisms]. Third, most voice hearers who have suffered traumatic life events may not present with symptoms that are consistent with a diagnosis of PTSD. In line with this, Hardy et al. (2005) report that within a group of voice hearers who had reported a traumatic life event, only around 12% experienced voices in which the content had a direct match to the content of the trauma, whereas around 45% reported voices in which the emotional theme (e.g. humiliation) matched the emotion they experienced during the traumatic event. Thus many more voice hearers are ‘trauma affected’ than those diagnosed with PTSD.

Imagery rescripting (ImRs) is a technique aimed at modifying the meaning and emotions attached to a distressing memory (and thereby reducing wanted intrusions) by getting the individual to first imagine the start of the traumatic memory and then imaginally rewriting a new, safer ending with the aid of the therapist. ImRs has been shown to be effective in reducing PTSD symptoms (e.g. Alliger-Horn et al., 2015; Arntz et al., 2007; Ehlers et al., 2003; Grunert et al., 2007; Hackman, 2011; Smucker et al., 1995). There is also evidence for ImRs in reducing intrusive cognitions (i.e. images, nightmares, flashbacks, voices, thoughts) within a number of conditions, such as PTSD, social phobia, snake phobia, depression, obsessive compulsive disorder, body dysmorphic disorder, eating disorders and personality disorders (for literature review and meta-analysis, see Arntz, 2012; Morina et al., 2017). ImRs may be a more suitable form of trauma intervention than traditional exposure-based approaches in people who hear distressing voices. First, it does not entail the (prolonged) reliving of the highly distressing elements of traumatic memories (Arntz and Weertman, 1999), which is likely to relate to the fact that this approach has fewer drop-outs than exposure therapy (Arntz et al., 2013). Second, the ImRs process focuses on changing the meaning of a trauma, rather than focusing on the perceptual experience of any consequent intrusion. This would suggest that ImRs is better equipped to work with the interpersonal elements of childhood sexual abuse, which is prevalent within this group. This point is enhanced by the literature which suggests that the re-experiencing of intrusive memories may not be the main mechanism linking trauma with voice hearing experiences, and that mechanisms associated with the personal meaning and emotional theme of the traumatic event may be more important (Hardy, 2017; Hardy et al., 2005). Third, voice hearers have often suffered multiple
traumas including childhood sexual abuse. The ImRs protocol requires fewer sessions to work on any one specific trauma, compared with prolonged exposure, and is therefore better suited to working with multiple traumas.

The only study to date using ImRs with voice hearers (Ison et al., 2014) was a small case series \((n = 4)\) of a brief version (two sessions) of the intervention, which found a reduction in voice-related distress and negative affect, and that the approach was well tolerated. The current study reports on a naturalistic case-series study in which a non-diagnostic approach is taken to working with voice hearers using an ImRs (eight sessions) approach. The primary aims of this study are twofold: (1) to investigate whether imagery rescripting reduces PTSD symptoms, in particular intrusions, in a voice hearing sample; and (2) to investigate whether voice hearers report a reduction in voice frequency or distress following the ImRs treatment. Secondary aims were the following: (1) to explore the effects of the treatment on a range of other variables (depression, anxiety, self-esteem, beliefs about voices and social functioning), and (2) to get feedback from participants about the treatment to improve the application of ImRs for this specific population.

Method

Service setting

The data reported here are taken from clients attending Perth Voices Clinic (PVC) for therapy to work on trauma and voices. PVC is a transdiagnostic psychological assessment, treatment and research clinic for people who experience auditory and other hallucinatory experiences. Ethical approval was obtained by the Murdoch University Human Research Ethics Committee (reference no. 2016/089), and all participants gave written informed consent for their de-identified clinical data to be published.

Design

A single arm open trial study, case-series design, was used with weekly assessments (administered at sessions 1–8, post-intervention, and at 3-month follow-up) for a set of brief measures and three assessment points: pre-intervention, mid-intervention and post-intervention for longer measures.

Participants

Twelve participants commenced Imagery Rescripting at PVC between February 2017 and March 2018. Given that this was a naturalistic study, participants commenced therapy as they were referred to the clinic and were deemed suitable (meeting intake criteria) for the ImRs intervention on assessment. The mean length of treatment (from pre-treatment assessment to post-treatment assessment) was 11.75 weeks \((SD = 2.90, \text{ range } 9–19)\). There were no participants specifically referred for the ImRs intervention at PVC that were deemed not suitable. Participants were considered eligible if they (a) presented at PVC and were currently hearing voices, (b) provided informed participant consent, and (c) suffered a trauma (any event which the individual endured and caused significant distress) and seemed to experience PTSD symptoms that were regarded by the client and therapist to be either directly or indirectly related to their experience of hearing voices (n.b. having a current PTSD diagnosis was not an inclusion criteria and there was no symptom threshold employed). A direct relationship between trauma and the voices is where the content of the trauma corresponds to the content of the voice (i.e. the voice says the exact things a perpetrator previously said) (Hardy et al., 2005). An indirect relationship between trauma and the voices is where the themes of the trauma correspond to the themes of the voice (i.e. someone who was bullied at school or home hears critical voices) (Hardy et al., 2005). Exclusion criteria for PVC includes being in an acute phase of psychosis, or having residual delusions or thought disorder impairing their ability to engage in therapy (as indicated by a score of 5 or above on either the Unusual Thought Content or Conceptual Disorganization items of the Brief Psychiatric Rating
Scale; Ventura et al., 1993). Average age of participants was 41 years (range 20–62, SD 13.4), nine (75%) were female, and the average duration of hearing voices was 19.75 years (range 1–42, SD 13.30). Nine of the participants had a schizophrenia spectrum disorder and all used medication (see Table 1 for more details). The type of relationship between trauma and voice hearing experience (and other demographic information) for each client is presented in Table 1.

One participant completed only four rescripting sessions and then withdrew from therapy stating her reason for this as ‘I feel I have made enough gains to enjoy life’ and that she had just commenced a new job so had limited time. She was still happy to complete the 3-month follow-up assessment. We have classified this client as ‘treatment drop-out’.

**Measures**

**Primary outcomes**

**Trauma intrusions.** Trauma intrusions were assessed weekly (at the start of each session) and at 3-month follow-up by obtaining a retrospective self-reported total number of trauma-related intrusions (i.e. nightmares and flashbacks of any traumatic memory, irrespective of whether they were addressed in the rescripting therapeutic work) experienced in the past week.

**PTSD-severity.** At baseline, mid-treatment and post-treatment the Post-traumatic Symptom Scale – Part B (PSS; Foa et al., 1993) was administered to assess PTSD symptom severity. The PSS is a 17-item self-report questionnaire measuring PTSD symptoms of re-experiencing, avoidance and arousal. Respondents rate the frequency of symptoms on a 5-point scale (0 = not at all, 4 = five or more times per week/almost always). The PSS has demonstrated good construct validity, internal consistency, and test–retest reliability (Cronbach’s α = .91; Foa et al., 1993). The total score constituted the measure of PTSD severity.

**Voice frequency and distress.** Two single items on voices were obtained weekly during therapy and at 3-month follow-up: (1) frequency (0–6, where 0 = ‘not present’, 6 = ‘continuous’); and (2) average voice-related distress (0–10, where 10 is the maximum distress). The Psychotic Symptom Rating Scales – Auditory Hallucinations (PSYRATS-AH; Haddock et al., 1999) was administered at pre-, mid- and post-therapy, and is an 11-item semi-structured interview assessing multiple aspects of the hearing voices experience. The distress (items 6, 7, 8, 9 and 11) and severity (items 1, 2 and 10) subscales were used as primary outcomes. Woodward et al. (2014) reported high intraclass correlation coefficients of 0.93 for distress, and 0.87 for frequency subscales.

**Secondary outcomes**

**Depression Anxiety and Stress Scale-21 (DASS; Lovibond and Lovibond, 1995).** This is a 21-item self-report questionnaire assessing affect and distress, providing a score for depression, anxiety and stress. Each item is rated on a 0–3 scale (0 = do not apply to me at all, 3 = applied to me very much/most of the time, over the past week). The DASS-21 has demonstrated excellent internal consistency and concurrent validity (Antony et al., 1998) and adequate construct validity (Henry and Crawford, 2005).

**Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (RSES; Rosenberg, 1965).** This is a 10-item self-report questionnaire assessing self-worth and self-esteem. Responses on the scale were measured on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly agree, 5 = strongly disagree). The RSES shows excellent internal consistency and test–retest reliability (Rosenberg, 1965).

**Beliefs About Voices Questionnaire-Revised (BAVQ-R; Chadwick et al., 2000).** Only the 12 self-report items from the Omnipotence and Malevolence subscales were administered to reduce participant burden. These subscales have been shown to demonstrate good validity and reliability (Cronbach’s α = 0.84 and 0.74, respectively).

**Social and Occupational Functioning Assessment Scale (SOFAS; Goldman et al., 1992).** This is a single item clinician rating of a client’s current functioning level. The clinician rates the client’s functioning on a scale of 1–100, where 1 = ‘Persistent inability to maintain minimal personal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant number and diagnosis*</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Age of voice onset*</th>
<th>Medication*</th>
<th>Trauma–voice association</th>
<th>Additional comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Major depressive disorder; generalized anxiety disorder</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Escitalopram 5 mg (anti-depressant)</td>
<td>Indirect. Trauma – severe emotional and physical neglect and isolation in early childhood. From pre-verbal age she started hearing a group of voices that would comment and discuss things she was doing/thinking, to ‘keep me company’</td>
<td>Low rates of current PTSD symptoms (i.e. flashbacks and nightmares), although had regular memories of the trauma, which reduced with therapy but was not captured in the data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Major depressive disorder; PTSD</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Quetiapine 300 mg (anti-psychotic)</td>
<td>Indirect. Trauma – severe prolonged childhood sexual abuse by stepfather. Two male voices threatening her and telling her to kill herself</td>
<td>High levels of dissociation were an initial difficulty in rescripting, although grounding techniques helped to keep the client present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Personality disorder; schizophrenia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Venlafaxine 150 mg (anti-depressant), apiprazole 20 mg (anti-psychotic), temazepam 10 mg (benzodiazepine), clonazepam 2 mg (anti-convulsant)</td>
<td>Direct and indirect. Trauma – being bullied at home (especially by father) and at school. Voices took the identity of people who had bullied her in the past and said similar things</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Schizophrenia</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Zuclopenthixol 5 mg (anti-psychotic)</td>
<td>Indirect. Trauma – complex childhood trauma with a large range of different types of childhood traumas, including victim of violence, neglect, sexual abuse, and witnessing several loved ones die. His voices continually threatened him and his family’s safety, telling him they were coming to get him/them</td>
<td>This participant rated on the TALE that he did not believe his past trauma was impacting on his current life; however, he and the therapist could see the strong thematic and emotional link between his trauma and voices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant number and diagnosis*</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Age of voice onset*</th>
<th>Medication*</th>
<th>Trauma–voice association</th>
<th>Additional comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 Schizophrenia; major depressive disorder</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Apiprazole 5 mg (anti-psychotic), lamotrigine 200 mg (anti-convulsant), sertraline 300 mg (anti-depressant), melatonin</td>
<td>Indirect. Trauma – physical and emotional abuse by father. His voices threaten him and criticize him</td>
<td>Very low rates of PTSD symptoms at baseline, although was having frequent and distressing intrusive images related to his trauma (but not of the trauma) which stopped altogether by the end of ImRs which is not captured in the data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Major depressive disorder; PTSD</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Desvenlafaxine 100 mg (anti-depressant)</td>
<td>Direct. Trauma – repeat childhood sexual abuse by 3 different perpetrators. Additional traumas also of car accident and finding a friend dead. She heard the voice of one of the perpetrators, who would say the same grooming-related words to her, and she could feel breath on her neck</td>
<td>This client reported hearing the voice only once in the week post-treatment and then said it stopped altogether the week following</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Schizophrenia; PTSD</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Sodium valproate (mood stabilizer) 200 mg, 500 mg; venlafaxine (anti-depressant) 150 mg; aripiprazole (anti-psychotic) 20 mg; mirtazapine (anti-depressant) 30 mg; quetiapine (anti-psychotic) 150 mg</td>
<td>Direct and indirect. Trauma – childhood neglect and sexual abuse. The identity of the voices was the abuser, but the content was indirectly related to her traumas, with the voice commanding her to hurt or kill herself</td>
<td>Major life stressors occurred towards the end of therapy. Only completed 5/7 rescripts because of this. The client did not complete the 3-month follow-up assessment as they changed their address and number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant number and diagnosis*</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Age of voice onset*</td>
<td>Medication*</td>
<td>Trauma–voice association</td>
<td>Additional comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Aripiprazole (anti-psychotic) 20 mg; desvenlafaxine (anti-depressant) 100 mg; lurasidone hydrochloride (anti-psychotic) 80 mg; olanzapine (anti-psychotic) 10 mg; clonazepam (anti-convulsant) 0.5 mg</td>
<td>Indirect. Trauma – physical and emotional abuse by father; bullied at school (teachers and pupils) and work; two accounts of sexual abuse in her twenties. Her voices say similar things to previous people who have bullied her</td>
<td>Withdrew after 4 rescripts – stating her reasons as ‘I feel I have made enough gains to enjoy life’ and that she no longer had enough time, having started a new job. She still completed the 3-month follow-up assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Aripiprazole (anti-psychotic) 15 mg, clozapine 400 mg (anti-psychotic), escitalopram 20 mg (anti-depressant), lamotrigine 100 mg (anti-convulsant)</td>
<td>Direct and indirect. Trauma – physical, emotional and sexual abuse at home during childhood. His voice was of his perpetrator, although it would also say things both directly and indirectly related to his trauma history</td>
<td>The client reported frequent and distressing intrusive images related to his trauma (but not of the trauma) which significantly reduced by the end of ImRs which is not captured in the data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Quetiapine (anti-psychotic) 75 mg; amisulpride (anti-psychotic) 300 mg</td>
<td>Indirect. Trauma – finding her brother’s body (suicide). Her voices commenced within weeks of his death and tell her to also kill herself</td>
<td>Client only completed 6/7 rescripts because client and therapist agreed she had met her goals (no longer having any nightmares or flashbacks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Brexpiprazole (anti-psychotic) 6 mg; lithium carbonate (mood stabilizer) 500 mg; amitriptyline (anti-depressant) 75 mg</td>
<td>Indirect. Trauma – bullying at home and at school and sexual assault in adulthood. Her voices are critical and bully her. The voices said the same things her dad used to say to her (i.e. ‘you’re useless’)</td>
<td>Several medication changes early on in therapy and some additional stressors (i.e. moving house) towards the end. Only completed 5/7 rescripts because of these disruptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Quetiapine (anti-psychotic) 75 mg; amisulpride (anti-psychotic) 300 mg</td>
<td>Indirect. Trauma – her daughter screaming in distress during the year before her death. Her voices tell her she has killed the young (male) voice she hears</td>
<td>Client only completed 5/7 rescripts because client and therapist agreed she had met her goals (no longer having any nightmares or flashbacks)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*As reported by client.
hygiene. Unable to function without harming self or others or without considerable external support’ and 100 = ‘Superior functioning in a wide range of activities’. The SOFAS has demonstrated good inter-rater reliability and construct validity (Hilsenroth et al., 2000).

Additional measures

Trauma and Life Events Checklist (TALE; Carr et al., 2016). This measure was used at baseline only to record the type and age of traumas the client had experienced.

Qualitative feedback. Participants were asked if they had any feedback on how they found the therapy and their responses were taken down verbatim.

Procedure

Participants were assessed at three different time points on all measures as part of the routine outcome assessments: (1) pre-therapy; (2) mid-therapy – completed during the fifth therapy session; and (3) post-therapy – 1 week after the final rescripting therapy session. Weekly measures were administered every therapy session, post-therapy, and at 3-months follow-up (obtained by telephone). Because this case series was conducted as part of routine service delivery (without research funding), assessment measures were delivered by the therapist (author G.P.).

The number of therapy sessions was chosen based on the national funding model for clinical psychology in private practice in Australia (Medicare), which funds 10 sessions per year, used for assessment (1 session), therapy (8 sessions) and wrap-up (1 session). At baseline participants underwent a psychological assessment of their current and previous mental health (focusing primarily on their experience of voices), and of their trauma history. There were eight active therapy sessions. The first focused primarily on psychoeducation and preparation. It included developing a plan of which traumatic memories to rescript and in which order, a practice re-script of a slightly negative childhood memory and a practice of the visualization homework task of imagining soothing their child-self (details available on request). The next seven sessions entailed one rescript per session (detail below; therapy protocol available on request). Therapy ended with a wrap-up session, which included completing the final assessment measures (questionnaires completed in the waiting area), feedback and a discussion about relapse prevention and future goals.

Rescripting procedure

All participants reported multiple traumas, either several different types/clusters of traumatic events or a single type experienced multiple times (i.e. repeat sexual abuse). The patient and therapist determined together which traumas to address in what order. Typically, more severe traumas and earlier traumas were completed first. In addition, the thematic and emotional links between their voices and memories was explored with the therapist and where there was a clear link, these memories would be rescripted. For several clients, where it was less clear which traumas were most related to their voices, the therapist would get the client to imagine a recent distressing event of voice hearing and use this as an emotional bridge to help select which memory to rescript in that session. The rescripting procedure was primarily pre-emptive, in that the client and therapist would agree on which trauma to work on and where in the memory the rescripting would commence. There were three single instances where an emotional bridge was used to elicit a memory, during which the client was instructed to close their eyes and recall a recent distressing voice experience and then asked to sit with the provoked emotion until a childhood memory came to mind. Then the rescript would commence, with the therapist asking ‘would it be ok for me to enter now?’ when they suspected the trauma was about to take place. Typically, however, when rescripting a childhood memory, the participant closes their eyes and goes back to the beginning

---

1This homework task was given as a suggested way to continue imagery work at home on the last (post-therapy) session for participants 1 to 4. Their feedback was that they would have liked it earlier in therapy, and so this was introduced in session 1 or 2 for all other participants.
of the chosen traumatic memory. The therapist asks questions to help ground the participant in that memory, such as ‘what can you see/hear/feel/think...’, and then asks them ‘what is happening now?’. Right before the traumatic event commences (i.e. when a violent parent raises their hand to hit the child) the therapist enters the image and takes control of what happens next (‘rescripts’) until all the child’s needs are met and the client is feeling calm and safe. As the therapy progresses, the client is given more control over how their needs are met – the therapist asks ‘what do you need?’ and then gets the client to describe what is happening now. In the final few sessions (if the client is considered ready), the adult client (their current self) entered the memory, instead of the therapist, and helped get their younger-self needs met, after which the rescript was repeated with the child-self viewing the adult-self help them get their needs met (Arntz and Weertman, 1999).

**Box 1: Case illustration**

Amy experienced prolonged periods of social isolation and neglect from a very young age. From a pre-verbal age she started hearing voices that would discuss things she was doing or thinking, to ‘keep me company’. Amy and her therapist could see an indirect link between the trauma (neglect) and the voices: they provided her with companionship, and when she would feel distressed, they would say the word ‘home’ (which evoked sadness).

Amy’s third rescript was of a memory at age 5 when she was in her bedroom playing with her dolls alone. The therapist guided the first half of the rescript, and in the second half would ask Amy what she felt she needed at that specific time in the memory and then upon her response say something like ‘ok, go ahead and tell me what is happening now’. In order to relive the memory, the therapist guided Amy to relax, then close her eyes and go back to being her 5-year-old self sitting in her bedroom.

Pausing the memory, the therapist entered the image at the point where Amy felt fearful and alone, and sat with Amy on the floor. She assured Amy that she was safe, and that she [the therapist] would ensure that she was not left alone ever again. She [the therapist] then called her parents and told them they must come home and while they waited, they played together. When the parents arrived the therapist again assured Amy she was safe, then stood and sternly spoke to the parents about their inexcusable behaviour. She spoke about how Amy’s needs were not being met and needed her parents’ love and devotion. The parents looked ashamed, upset and apologetic when they looked at Amy. The parents assured the therapist and Amy that they would do better and her dad gave her a hug. The therapist said she would be doing daily checks and gave Amy a magic teleport device so that Amy could teleport her [therapist] if her parents ever broke their promise or she felt unsafe. The therapist then took Amy across the road to the park to play with other children (her request) and reassured her that she would be watching. After playing, Amy then went home hand-in-hand with the therapist to find her parents in the kitchen cooking her favourite dinner. Her mum gave her a hug and said she would take her to the park tomorrow to play again. Amy was teary throughout the rescript but said she felt calm and soothed, though sad, after the rescript. The next week Amy reported feeling more supported and less stressed by her voices.

**Statistical analysis**

We conducted intent-to-treat analyses by using (generalized) linear mixed models [(G)LMM], thus all available data were used in the analysis. Changes in outcome measures over time were analysed by SPSS24 LMM (in case the distribution was not normal, GLMM with an appropriate distribution, e.g. negative binomial for skewed data). For the three measures that were taken each session (voice distress, voice frequency, intrusions) AR1 and ARMA11 were considered for the repeated part, and the covariance structure with the best fit was chosen. For the measures that
were taken at pre-, mid- and post-test, an unstructured covariance structure was used. The time effect was represented by a linear trend starting at zero (i.e. with the session-by-session measures, time was represented by 0, 1, 2, 3 ...; for the other outcomes time was represented by 0, 1, 2). A quadratic trend for time was explored by adding a centred quadratic time effect. As it failed to reach significance, quadratic effects were left out of the final analyses and not reported. For the session-by-session outcomes, random intercept and slope were added if estimation allowed. Residuals were inspected to check for outliers and whether they fitted the normality assumption. Analyses were repeated without outliers to check robustness of the initial analysis. The Results section reports the linear time effects. As effect sizes, we report $r$ defined as $r = t/\sqrt{(t^2 + \text{d.f.})}$, representing the effect size of the linear time effect in the fixed part of the linear mixed models analysis. We also report conventional Cohen’s $d$ as the mean difference between first and last observation of the active period (mostly post-test), and between first and follow-up observation, divided by the pretest SD.

For analysing the 3-month follow-up assessments a piecewise regression model was used: the slope of time during treatment was separately estimated from the slope from last session to 3-months follow-up. Thus the model had two fixed predictors: time and a dummy for follow-up. The time variable was recoded to $(-8, -7, \ldots, 0)$ so that the intercept (time = 0) was at session 10. The follow-up was also coded time = 0. The slope from session 10 to follow-up was represented with a dummy (0, 1) so that the coefficient of this dummy represents the change from session 10 to follow-up.

Results

Descriptive statistics

Twelve clients commenced ImRs as part of this case series. One participant (participant 8) decided to end therapy at the mid-therapy time point, although the participant completed the follow-up measures. Two other clients completed therapy 1 week (participant 10) and 2 weeks (participant 12) early because client and therapist both agreed therapy goals had been achieved (therefore not considered to be treatment drop-outs). The descriptive statistics for the primary and secondary measures administered at pre-, mid- and post-therapy are reported in Table 2.

Session-by-session outcomes

Voice distress and intrusions showed skewed distributions, and were therefore analysed with GLMM negative binomial regression with a log-link, voice distress after inverting and doubling the scores to produce integer values only that were skewed to the right (negative binomial regression only handles integers ≥ 0). Results showed significant linear reductions over time in voice distress, voice frequency and intrusions, with large effect sizes (see Table 3 and Figs 1 and 2; and for means and standard deviations see Table 5 in the Supplementary Material). Analyses were repeated with outliers left out. Results were robust. Therefore the results of the initial analyses are reported.

Outcomes assessed at pre-, mid- and post-test

All outcome measures showed improvement over time, with five outcomes showing significant time effects (Table 4). More specifically, the primary outcomes (PSS total, PSYRATS-AH Frequency and PSYRATS-AH Distress) showed large improvements (see Table 2). While there were no significant improvements on DASS Depression and Anxiety, the DASS Stress subscale showed a significant reduction. Self-esteem as assessed with the RSES did not improve significantly. The BAVQ subscales showed skewed distributions to the left, thus inverted scores
were analysed with generalized mixed models using a negative binomial distribution with a
log-link. BAVQ malevolence showed a significant improvement over time (note that because
scores were inverted, the positive beta denotes improvement), whereas BAVQ Omnipotence
failed to reach significance.
Outcomes at 3-month follow-up

Intrusion frequency

The GLMM analysis based on a negative binomial distribution with log-link, ARMA11 structure for the repeated part, and random intercept and slope for time, showed a significant further reduction of intrusion frequency from the end of treatment to the 3-month follow-up, $t = -2.095$, $p = .039$.

Voice distress

The GLMM analysis of the inverted distress scores (see ‘Session-by-session outcomes’ section) based on a negative binomial distribution with log-link, ARMA11 structure for the repeated part, and random intercept and slope for time, showed a non-significant increase of voice distress from the end of treatment to the 3-month follow-up, $t = 1.527$, $p = .131$. 

Figure 1. Number of intrusions per week recorded at sessions 1–9 (post), and at 3-month follow-up for each client.

Figure 2. Group mean (and standard deviation shown as error bars) voice frequency (a) and average voice distress (b) across sessions 1–9 (post), and at 3-month follow-up.
Voice frequency

The LMM analysis with ARMA11 structure for the repeated part, and random intercept, revealed a non-significant decrease of voice frequency from the end of the treatment until 3 months, $t = -0.562$, $p = .58$.

Qualitative client feedback

All participants except one (participant 7) gave feedback in their post-therapy assessment session, which was recorded verbatim (see Table 6 in Supplementary Material). The following themes emerged in the feedback (the number of participants endorsing the theme in parentheses): increased compassion for me and/or my voices (5); positive change in the themes/content of my voices (5); I liked the process of ImRs therapy (4); increased understanding of my voices and trauma (3); reduced frequency and/or distress of my voices (3); reduced my PTSD symptoms (3); improved functioning and ‘changed my life’ (3); voices and/or PTSD symptoms made worse initially in the intervention (2); and the importance of the therapeutic relationship (2).

Discussion

The current study suggests that imagery rescripting for PTSD symptoms is generally well tolerated and can be clinically beneficial for individuals whose voice hearing is distressing. Participants not only reported a progressive reduction in their traumatic memory intrusions, but also reductions in voice frequency and distress, based on both brief weekly measures and on more extensive measures taken at pre-, mid- and post-intervention. When the brief measures were taken again at 3-months follow-up, further reductions in trauma intrusions were reported, and the reductions in voice distress and frequency were maintained. All but one participant completed the intervention, and although two clients reported an initial increase in intrusions after commencing rescripting on a new trauma, these were not long endured (lasting only 1 week), and no other adverse events were associated with the intervention.

The effects of ImRs on both trauma-related intrusions and voice frequency and distress were large and robust. Improvements on all other measures were either not significant (depression, anxiety, self-esteem, voice omnipotence, and social and occupational functioning) or where significant the effects were small (stress and voice malevolence). These outcomes suggest that the intervention primarily targeted trauma-related intrusions and that voice frequency and distress are closely associated with this phenomenon. Although it has been suggested that voices relate to the PTSD symptoms of avoidance, numbing and arousal, rather than trauma intrusions per se (Hardy et al., 2016), our clinical impression is that both constructs (voices and intrusions) improved in the same individuals in this intervention. Large-scale studies with frequent assessment intervals are necessary to investigate the temporal relationships between PTSD symptoms, voice frequency, and voice distress. It would also be interesting for such studies to investigate if there are any differences in voice reductions between people who report a direct association (i.e. hearing the voice of their perpetrator) or indirect association (i.e. thematic or affective link) between their voices and trauma. The current study only included one participant with a ‘direct-only’ association; however, this participant was the only participant to have stopped hearing voices by the end of the intervention (she heard one muffled sound – but not the voice of the perpetrator – at post-therapy assessment, and at 3-month follow-up she reported no hallucinatory experiences since). This finding (if replicated) could be explained by the contextual integration theory of voices (Steel, 2015; Steel et al., 2005), such that when a voice hearer constructs a complete memory/image of the traumatic event through therapeutic processes such as rescripting or prolonged exposure (PE), they no longer continue to retrieve the memory involuntarily, through intrusions such as voices.
Significant improvements in beliefs about voice malevolence (but not voice omnipotence) were reported. Two themes that arose in the qualitative client feedback may shed light on this finding (n.b. the percentage of clients endorsing these themes may be higher as no direct questions were asked). First, five participants reported there to be a shift in the content of their voices. For most people this meant the voices being less critical and hostile. Second, three clients reported that they had an increased understanding of the link between their voices and trauma.

Two participants reported in the feedback (and can be seen in Fig. 1) that traumatic memory intrusions increased initially, and two more clients had spikes in their intrusions several sessions into therapy following the first rescript of a different traumatic memory. However, intrusions had come down for all clients by sessions 5–6. Other than this, no adverse events were reported by participants in relation to therapy. An additional interesting piece of feedback from one participant (participant 4) was ‘it was difficult for me to reach the depth of emotion to be therapeutic because I was afraid of the voices being privy to my past trauma’, which could potentially be a barrier for any trauma intervention in voice hearers that may warrant more attention by the therapist in the initial phase of therapy.

The therapist (author G.P.) had three main reflections based on her observations of the ImRs process. First, the number of sessions may need to vary depending on the severity of PTSD and number of traumas. For some participants eight sessions was more than enough (two participants finished therapy early because both participant and therapist agreed that they had met their treatment goals), while for four other participants both therapist and participant agreed that several more sessions would have been ideal. Second, the ideal length of each session would have been 90 minutes (as in the van den Berg et al. (2015) RCT of PE and EMDR), as it was difficult to complete all set agenda items in 60-minute sessions. However, lengthening the sessions to 90 minutes might pose difficulties in everyday clinical practice in some countries, when funding schemes are set up for 50–60 minutes per session. Finally, the therapist had previously used PE to treat trauma in clients with voices and/or psychosis. She felt that the ImRs process was more acceptable (and at times even enjoyable) for clients and more agreeable for the therapist also.

In the current study, only one of the 12 participants withdrew from therapy (8.33%), which is lower than in previous PTSD in psychosis studies. Although the precision of this finding is small (given the small sample size), it may be attributable to the type of trauma therapy administered. Keen et al. (2017) reported a high drop-out rate (35.6%) in their case-series (n = 14) of prolonged exposure in veterans with PTSD and psychosis. Their qualitative analysis showed that drop-out was mostly related to fear about their ability to manage distress associated with the reliving of the hot part of traumatic memories during PE. Our high retention rate may be partly because ImRs does not involve the (prolonged) reliving of the hot part of the traumatic memory.

Brand and colleagues’ (2018) recent meta-analysis of PTSD interventions conducted in people with a psychotic illness found that overall PTSD symptoms were only mildly improved and that auditory hallucinations did not improve significantly. However, both clinical variables were found to have improved in the current study. This inconsistency may be explained by a number of differences between our study and previous studies. Firstly, the current study may have included more sensitive measures of voices. We examined voice frequency and distress specifically, while previous psychosis studies have more commonly reported on total scores only, which include several variables that one may not expect to change as a result of therapy, such as voice location. Secondly, ImRs as a stand-alone treatment has not previously been studied [except for a case-series (n = 4) of a two-session ImRs intervention in voice hearers, which also found improvements in voice distress; Ison et al., 2014]. ImRs may be more effective at treating PTSD symptoms and related voices than other types of trauma interventions because it generalizes from one memory to another related memory, which is ideal in a population such as voice hearers where the most common types of trauma are repeated, such as repeat childhood sexual abuse (Hardy et al., 2016; Sheffield et al., 2013; Trotta et al., 2015). Finally, there are also other methodological differences and/or limitations of the current study which may have impacted
the findings, such as our transdiagnostic sample; the absence of an independent assessor (which may have positively biased the results); only one therapist (thus, results may not generalize); and the current study data are based on a single arm design with a small sample size (thus we cannot firmly establish that the treatment produced the observed changes). The last of these is important given that de Bont et al. (2016) described an RCT comparing PE, EMDR and treatment-as-usual (TAU) in people with psychosis and PTSD showed reductions in voices in all three groups over time (although they did not confirm this with statistical analyses, only that there were no differences between the three groups) and thus voice-related improvements may not be due to treatment effects in the current study. Also, given that participants were presenting for treatment at a ‘voices clinic’, there may have been some additional bias in expecting voice-related change. A large-scale RCT of ImRs compared with TAU and an active trauma intervention such as PE in voice hearers would help to delineate between these possible explanations and overcome the methodological limitations of the current study.

Conclusions
The findings of the current study provide initial support for the use of ImRs to be used to treat trauma and distressing voices in people with auditory hallucinations. A larger RCT of this intervention in voice hearers is now warranted.
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